Expropriable disclosures of knowledge to prospective buyers may be necessary to facilitate the sale of intellectual property (IP). In principle, confidentiality agreements can protect disclosures by granting the seller rights to sue for unauthorized use. In practice, sellers often waive confidentiality rights. We provide an incomplete information explanation for the waiver of confidentiality rights that are valuable in complete information settings. Waiving sacrifices the protective value of confidentiality to gain greater buyer participation. Buyer skepticism, which reduces participation, arises endogenously from three elements: asymmetric information regarding seller IP, rent dissipation from competition for IP, and ex post costs from expropriation lawsuits.
INTRODUCTION
Many buyers are skittish about getting involved in negotiations with sellers of intellectual property (IP), especially when the property is not protected by patent or copyright. A reason for this behavior is that buyers lack information about the value offered by the seller. Yet, sellers are reluctant to disclose the required value-establishing knowledge because of legitimate fears that the knowledge will be expropriated. Given these concerns, how are knowledge-based transactions facilitated?
A common approach is that parties to the transaction consider agreeing to a contract that firmly establishes the seller's right to sue for unauthorized use of seller disclosures, thereby bolstering the implied secrecy protection that is a typical default of the legal system.
2 Protective contracts, typically implemented as confidentiality agreements or nondisclosure agreements, are ubiquitous and cover a broad range of IP not covered by patents or copyrights. 3 Such a contract necessarily precedes disclosure, so the sale of IP can be thought of as involving a "pre-talk" contract that specifies the protections afforded the seller and buyer in the sale process and a sale contract based on subsequent disclosures. A protective contract would seem quite valuable to a seller but, somewhat surprisingly, sellers frequently waive secrecy protection prior to engaging in substantive negotiations. In fact, for transactions involving many firms (e.g., Microsoft, IBM, Kodak, venture capitalists, and even small toy manufacturers) it is normal for independent inventors to sign a waiver that states that the (potential) buyer has no obligations to pay the seller if they use the seller's idea (unless protected under patent or copyright laws) and no requirement to keep the idea in confidence. 4 Why then do waivers occur in some circumstances, but not in others?
One problem with a confidentiality agreement is that determining unauthorized use is inherently difficult, especially when buyers are independently developing similar knowledge: A contract-enforcing third party must determine not only who knew what and when but also whether the disclosed knowledge was actively utilized. Thus, even a seller with contractual protection faces a strategic decision regarding the level of disclosure in contract negotiations because it fears expropriation. Reluctance of a seller to disclose fully appears to be well founded as confidentiality protection is often inadequate and expropriation is not uncommon. 5 Buyers, on the other hand, are discouraged from participating in the sale process because the imprecise enforcement of protective contracts exposes them to costly Determination of an implied relationship and interpretation of coverage depends in large part on existing trade secret law that protects "any information that is useful in a business and that provides an advantage over competitors who do not know it or use it." (Pooley, 1987, p. 21) . We treat secrecy protection as voluntary because transactions are typically conducted either under an explicit secrecy contract or an explicit waiver of secrecy protection. Trade secrets include formulas, processes for manufacture, methods or techniques, what does not work, customer lists, product plans, and financial data. 3 The extent of the coverage is one important reason that firms in a majority of industries report that secrecy is more important than patents for appropriability (Cohen et al., 2000) . Protective contracts are also often used in sales that include patents. 4 For a significant fraction of firms, the market outcome has the sellers waiving their confidentiality rights, which we observe as a required waiver. One study found that nearly half of the 243 corporations surveyed require a waiver before examining an unsolicited idea whereas the other half would evaluate the idea without a waiver (Parker et al., 1996) . See Stern and Schoenhaus (1990) for a discussion of IP protection in the toy industry.
5 Smith (2001) argues that remedies to confidentiality contract breaches are often inadequate whereas Battle (1998) advises that sellers should "minimize the amount information to be exchanged " and McCarthy (1997, p. 29) notes that in proposed acquisitions "although the most likely candidate to pay the highest price usually is a competitor, sellers frequently are reluctant to share too much information. . . " Examples of expropriation span a wide range of transactions including game ideas (Burten v. Milton Bradley Co. 763 F. 2nd 461, 1st Cir. 1985) , petroleum storage tank manufacture know-how (Texas Tanks Inc. v. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., No. 95-10893, 5th Cir., 1996) , and advertising campaign ideas (alleged expropriation of the chihuahua dog advertising campaign idea by Taco Bell [Nation's Restaurant News, 6/16/03] ). Further, it is common for negotiations involving sensitive information to proceed in stages of increasing disclosure despite the existence of a confidentiality agreement, although entrepreneurs frequently withhold important knowledge even when negotiating under a combination of patent and confidentiality protection. expropriation lawsuits. This exposure, in conjunction with the uncertainty about the value offered by the seller and the expected dissipation of captured value via buyer competition, greatly reduces the perceived value proposition offered by the sale.
Protection, participation, disclosure, and imperfect enforcement are intimately related. Imperfect enforcement is of no consequence without disclosure and disclosure is unnecessary absent incomplete information about the value offered by the seller. Given that incomplete information is a major concern in practice, we develop a model that captures seller and buyer decisions comprising these elements of the sale process and allows us to explore the economics of the sale of intangible property. In this regard, an important feature of the model is that buyer participation, seller disclosure, and contract offers all evolve endogenously following the protection decision. Our main result is an incomplete information-based explanation for why sellers frequently sign waivers of confidentiality in practice.
Two separate economic regimes arise depending on whether the buyers have an incentive to expropriate in equilibrium. The first and simpler regime arises when the expected penalty to expropriation is sufficiently large. Then, protection and disclosure are complements-powerful protection implies disclosures will not be expropriated and sellers will make full disclosures. Buyer participation remains an issue, however, because participation creates a disincentive to self-innovate for the buyer who loses the bidding competition because of the fear of inducing an "expropriation" lawsuit.
In practice, the "market for ideas" problem (Arrow, 1962) is not usually solved via protective contracts with high penalties, in part because courts are unwilling to enforce such penalties (Cooter and Ulen, 1988) . In the common situation with smaller relative damages and in which expropriation is anticipated, disclosure will be limited. Adverse selection is then fundamental and protection and disclosure interact. This situation is the main focus of our article.
With complete information, the seller has no economic reason to disclose information regarding the extent of IP: When the seller is known ex ante to have valuable IP, buyers will bid aggressively relative to the known IP level. With incomplete information, disclosure becomes a valuable signal and protection of the disclosure becomes critical.
When a strong seller (large IP) and a weak seller (small IP) require confidentiality agreements at the buyer participation decision stage, the strong seller provides an implicit participation subsidy to weak sellers. Then, a strong seller might prefer to waive confidentiality rights and remove the impediment to buyer participation. Once the strong seller chooses to waive, however, a weak seller will have a strong incentive to mimic the waiver decision to avoid triggering low participation. When both eschew confidentiality protection, it is relatively harder for the strong seller to distinguish itself from a weak seller via disclosure and more disclosure is needed. This is because sellers with less IP typically benefit relatively more than sellers with more IP from damages associated with breach of a contract not to expropriate disclosed knowledge. Hence, in an equilibrium where all sellers waive protection, the strong seller is substituting more disclosure for the lost protection.
The option to use the waiver increases the seller's expected payoff under an existing legal protection regime and, therefore, increases the seller's innovation incentives. The use of waivers in equilibrium also implies that there is no simple positive relationship between increasing legal protection and increasing innovation incentives.
The class of problems studied here has four basic features. First, the seller has private information about the value of the property (and underlying knowledge) that cannot be demonstrated without revealing important enabling knowledge. Second, participation in the sale process engenders some downstream cost to potential buyers. Third, the seller can affect the downstream cost to potential buyers prior to the participation decisions. Finally, there is a natural temporal separation between the protection choice and the disclosure phase of a sale.
These features characterize a number of other problems. In corporate acquisition markets potential acquirers need sensitive information from a target firm for valuation purposes and would find that information valuable even if the transaction were not consummated. 6 In some settings loss of reputation is the primary cost to expropriation. Section 7 analyzes that problem. Allegations or pending lawsuits involving claims of expropriation can adversely impact a buyer's reputation on a variety of fronts, including capital market access (e.g., a pending IPO) or negotiations and transactions with other partners or sellers of IP. Reputation is also likely to be the dominant factor in settings where the legal system is unreliable (many less-developed countries) or cannot be invoked (corruption).
7 Finally, some social contracts such as prenuptial agreements roughly approximate these features. Such an agreement can be interpreted as a waiver of downstream rights that induces an increased probability of marriage for a "seller" with private information about his/her own motives for marriage.
The primary problem addressed here is the strategic sale of intangible property in the context of imprecise contract enforcement. The model has antecedents in two different strands of literature. The first strand is auctions with endogenous entry and downstream externalities. Costly participation and downstream competitive interactions between the bidders make participation in the sale process a key decision of the possible bidders. Thus, our model addresses participation issues similar to those discussed in Jehiel et al. (1996) in which the identity of the winner (if any) imposes a structure of externalities on the losers. This structure of externalities can deter some potential bidders from participating in the auction. In company acquisition negotiations confidential agreements are the norm, though contractual provisions limiting the buyer's ex post actions are often hotly negotiated and then later disputed. Agreements commonly include "standstill" provisions that (in theory) limit a potential buyer's ability to buy the target's stock or make a hostile bid for the target, and provisions that limit solicitations for employment (Kruft, 1992) . A number of recent allegations and rumors concerning misuse of confidential information include: Coopers & Lybrand was sued by Kroll Associates for luring away key managers after a potential merger fell through, Staples was rumored to have used Office Depot's pricing data after its merger was blocked by the courts, and KPMG Peat Marwick was found to have breached its fiduciary duty as an accountant by using information to set up a competitor to one of its clients (David Rovella, "When Rivals Talk Merger, Risks Abound, " National Law Journal, 7/28/97) . 7 Important elements in a model of bribery and corruption involve private information about the "seller's" ability to influence outcomes, participation decisions by potential "bribers," and downstream costs associated with discovered involvement in actual or attempted bribes.
8 See Fullerton and McAfee (1999) for an analysis of issues regarding the design of auctions to select participants and Taylor (1995) and Che and Gale (2003) for analyses of participation in research tournaments.
When private information is modeled, it occurs on the buyer side. In contrast, the settings studied in this article involve private information on the seller side in which the privately informed seller can also be expected to take prebid actions to signal the value of the property.
These settings are a primary focus of the second strand of literature related to this article: disclosure under incomplete information without property right protection (the Arrow, 1962 selling ideas problem). See, for example, Bhattacharya and Ritter (1983) in a capital market setting, Anton and Yao (1994, 2002) in the context of selling unprotected ideas, and Baccara and Razin (2004) in a firmemployee bargaining context. 9 These papers are not, however, concerned with buyer participation incentives.
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Section 2 presents the basic model. Section 3 analyzes contracting outcomes and Section 4 examines buyer participation and IPR value under complete information. Section 5 focuses on the incomplete information result where we show that both types waive their property rights. Section 6 considers the regime in which expropriation does not occur and Section 7 discusses how the analysis can be modified to handle reputational instead of contractual damages. Section 8 concludes.
THE MODEL
We examine the sale of IP between a seller S and two potential buyers, i = A, B. All parties are risk-neutral and maximize expected payoffs.
The model has the following stages. In the first stage (waiver decision) the seller realizes a private innovation draw and then publicly indicates whether the right to sue for expropriation is maintained or waived. Observing this protection choice, each buyer then decides whether to participate in the bidding (participation decision). Next, the seller makes an initial disclosure to any participating buyer (disclosure decision). In the fourth stage (contracting decisions) buyers choose contract offers, if any, to make to the seller; the seller decides whether to accept an offer and whether to reveal any previously undisclosed knowledge. Finally, uncertainty is resolved, market outcomes are realized, and contracts are enforced.
The extent of IP possessed by the seller is indexed by an associated probability of a successful innovation. Thus, IP is an input to a final commercializable product or 9 Gallini and Wright (1990) examine the role of ex ante contract offers in signaling value and allow for limited expropriation via imitation based on a post-license knowledge disclosure of the licensor.
10 There is also a modest-sized law and economics literature discussing the appropriate liability for nonperformance of a contract when the cost to nonperformance is private information to one of the contracting parties. Much of this discussion focuses on the efficiency properties of various liability default rules used by the courts to determine damages for contract breach and the signaling value of adopting limited liability contracts (see, e.g., Ayres and Gertner, 1989; Aghion and Hermalin, 1990; Bebchuk and Shavell, 1991) . Although the central problem of this literature seems somewhat similar to the problem we address, the problems are actually quite different. In the traditional contracting setting there is no expropriation cost to discussion-and hence no confidentiality issue. Thus, participation in substantive discussion is not a primary issue because only the performing party is affected by the possibility of court-imposed damages associated with nonperformance, whereas in the confidentiality setting all of those competing to perform the contract bear downstream risks and, hence, become less willing to participate. process. A seller has one of two levels of IP, high or low, with success probabilities θ H and θ L , respectively. In addition, each buyer has an internal capability for innovation with a probability α of success. We assume θ H > θ L > α > 0. Further, whenever the seller discloses information, the associated success probabilities are inclusive of the internal capability of a buyer.
The IP possessed by a seller is private information. A "high" type is a seller with knowledge θ H whereas a "low" type is one with θ L . A (precontractual) knowledge disclosure by the seller is denoted by r and it provides the receiver with a probability r of a successful innovation outcome. Feasibility requires that the disclosure is limited by the seller's total IP. Thus, r ≤ θ k for type k = L, H. All types must disclose at least α 0 < α (the minimal "qualifying" disclosure) to demonstrate their basic capability.
Efforts by the buyers to realize an innovation success, utilizing their own IP or that acquired from the seller, induce a distribution across market payoff outcomes. We assume a Bertrand-style market payoff structure. If buyer i succeeds while j fails, then i earns a market payoff of > 0 whereas j earns zero. Otherwise, as when both fail or both succeed, each has a payoff of zero. Thus, profit accrues only in the event of a unique success, and if i and j have (independent) success probabilities of t i and t j , respectively, then the expected market payoff to i is t i (1 − t j ) .
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The seller's ability to control disclosure is imperfect: With probability β both buyers receive the intended disclosure r and with probability (1 − β) both buyers receive the full IP of θ k . The economic purpose of this assumption is to soften the buyers' rent dissipation inherent in Bertrand competition. It can be interpreted as capturing the possibility that a seller will sometimes unintentionally provide critical knowledge.
A sale contract between a buyer and seller gives that buyer authority to use the seller's IP and the rights associated with any existing protective contract. Because the seller will always be compensated via contract offers for transferring the IP right, this convention streamlines the analysis. The sale contract can be contingent on the realized market outcome but not on a level of disclosed IP by the seller. Thus, a contract reduces to a payment R in the event a buyer earns and no payments otherwise. The underlying assumption is that disclosures are not verifiable by a third party and, therefore, cannot be the basis for an explicit contingency in a contract (on an ex ante basis).
We model the contractual right to sue for expropriation as a decrease in the payoff an unauthorized user would obtain absent the right and a corresponding increase in the payoff for the owner of the right. This approach captures the essence of an IP right-a legal institution that gives the owner of the right a claim on payments from unauthorized use of the protected idea. We will refer to this right as an IP right or IPR. Because we assume sale contracts cannot be contingent on disclosure, it follows that a protection contract also cannot be contingent on disclosure. Specifically, we assume that participation exposes a buyer to a damage payment of K ≥ 0 that must be paid to the seller when a buyer, who is unauthorized by the seller, succeeds and earns in the market. The interpretation is that K is the expected penalty associated with being found (by a court) to have derived a market benefit from the contract breach associated with unauthorized use of the seller's IP. K encompasses the possibility that an unauthorized user did employ the seller's knowledge as well as the false positive possibility that the user did not employ the seller's knowledge. Importantly, however, we have K = 0 for any buyer who chose not to participate, as no protective contract was established. If the seller waives the IP right initially, then any disclosure of the seller can be used freely and without penalty by either buyer.
The sequence of events in the game is summarized as follows:
1. We solve the game for a separating perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
CONTRACTING OUTCOMES IN THE EXPROPRIATION (SMALL K) REGIME
In this section, we analyze the contracting stage payoffs in the various contingencies that arise from previous choices in the game. These payoffs are the essential building blocks for the subsequent analysis of buyer participation and seller IPR protection in both the complete information benchmark case and the incomplete information setting. Recall that each contracting node has prior choices of IPR protection by the seller, M or W; participation choices, P or N, by each buyer; and a seller disclosure, r. In deriving the contracting stage payoffs, we assume that any participating buyer knows the seller's type, θ . Thus, each contracting node consists of a unique combination of protection {M, W} and participation {P, N} decisions at a given r, θ; and IPR protection level, K (or 0).
Contracting under M (Protection Maintained) by the Seller.
Protection results in potential IPR confidentiality damages of K. We begin with the important node in which both buyers participate (P, P) and, hence, compete via contract offers. Each buyer knows the seller's type θ and, with the "normal" disclosure outcome (probability β), each buyer has capability r; this is the substantive case. We expect that an equilibrium offer, R * , must leave the winning and losing buyer with equal payoffs. This intuition, however, turns out to hinge on the size of K relative to . The following lemma characterizes the equilibrium contract and payoffs for (P, P) under M; setting K = 0 yields the payoffs under W.
LEMMA 1. Consider contracting when both buyers have IP r, know the seller's type θ , and chose to participate (P, P), and the seller chose to maintain the IPR (M). Suppose
> K Max 2, 1 − θ L θ L , θ H 1 − θ H (1)
holds. Then a unique outcome exists and is given by (i) each buyer offers the contingent contract payment R
* = [(θ − r ) + 2r (1 − θ)K]/[θ (1 − r )]; (
ii) the seller accepts an offer and then reveals the IP of θ fully and exclusively to the contracting buyer; (iii) the payoff to the seller is
PROOF. All proofs are given in the Appendix.
The basic intuition for this contracting outcome is straightforward, but several points are worth noting. Upon accepting R * and transferring the IPR to the buyer, the seller reveals all remaining IP exclusively to the contracting buyer. This maximizes the likelihood of a monopoly innovation outcome for the buyer and, hence, collecting R * for the seller. The seller has a strict incentive not to reveal to the other buyer since the IPR has been transferred. The winning buyer gains knowledge θ and the IP right and the losing buyer expropriates the disclosure r (since K < ).
The seller's payoff has two components. First, (θ − r) is the incremental value of IP to a buyer. A winning buyer uniquely innovates with θ (1 − r) versus r(1 − θ) for the loser. The value difference is (θ − r) and the competition via contract offers forces the buyers to transfer this surplus to the seller. Note that a prior disclosure r > α benefits the buyers at the expense of the seller. Second, the term involving K reflects two underlying forces that make the IPR valuable. Once a buyer has chosen P and, hence, exposure to the IPR, the contract must compensate the seller for giving up the right to collect K from the winning buyer. Further, a winning buyer also acquires the right to collect K from the losing buyer (when there is a monopoly outcome for the loser). Competition via contract offers to acquire the IPR and then transfers 2r(1 − θ )K to the seller.
The contracting gains assumption (1) guarantees a unique outcome in which there are positive gains to contracting when the buyers know the seller possesses θ . As Lemma 1 shows, given buyer participation, a stronger IPR (larger K) increases the seller payoff while reducing that of the buyers. Once K becomes sufficiently large, however, the gains to contracting vanish and the buyers are no longer willing to compete for the IP of the seller (the proof of Lemma 1 contains details on these outcomes).
12 For any given pair of types, (1) always holds as K approaches zero. We emphasize that this is a sufficient condition: in a typical parameter case, much weaker conditions suffice for both existence and uniqueness of the contracting outcome. The advantage of (1) is that it applies for any status quo position regarding the IP of the buyers (e.g., α or r > α), eliminating both the need to introduce a variety of parameter cases for IP levels and the need for a separate treatment of contracting outcomes at extreme "out-of-equilibrium" disclosures.
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In sum, the contract R * provides revelation incentives for the seller, competitive compensation for the IP θ of the seller, and competitive compensation for the IPR of K. The payoffs at this contracting node, M by the seller, (P, P) by the buyers, and disclosure r by the seller, now follow directly. With probability β, the buyers acquire capability r from the disclosure and, from Lemma 1, the seller accepts the contract R * . With 1 − β, both buyers acquire the knowledge θ and the only competition is for the seller's IPR. Then, as implied by Lemma 1 by setting r = θ, the contract offer collapses to 2K, the value of direct IPR enforcement, for a seller payoff of 2θ (1 − θ )K and buyer payoff of
upon simplifying with R * from Lemma 1. Similarly, each buyer's (P, P) payoff is given by
The payoff calculations for the remaining contracting nodes when the seller chooses M are straightforward. In (P, N) and (N, P) the P buyer, who is now 12 The equilibrium payoffs from Lemma 1 are robust across several contracting modes. As formulated, the contract involves a sale of the IPR of the seller: in exchange for R * , the buyer acquires all rights. Alternatively, the contract could be structured as a licensing arrangement in which the contracting buyer obtains a license to use the seller's IP, whereas the seller retains the right to enforce the IPR (and collect K) from the losing buyer. Equilibrium payoffs are identical across the sale and licensing modes (only the payment R differs). The same conclusion applies if contracting involves a pure state contingent payment with the seller retaining all rights to enforce IPR and collect K.
All of the contracting modes implicitly assume an exclusive arrangement between the buyer and seller. In our model, the buyers have a strong incentive to acquire the seller's IP on an exclusive basis. Bidding incentives in a nonexclusive contracting framework exhibit a strong free-rider problem: whenever the seller has a strictly optimal revelation choice, an individual buyer can reduce the offer without changing the outcome. With a weakly optimal revelation choice, a buyer can easily increase the offer to guarantee an exclusive revelation outcome.
We also note that the contracting stage can be extended to allow ex post revelation and innovation incentives between a winning and losing buyer (e.g., the winner attempts no innovation and instead reveals to the loser in order to leverage K and avoid the contract payment). The analog of (1) is then
13 For example, whenever α < 1/2 < θ, the contracting outcome exists and is unique for all α and θ as long as > K, which is clearly much weaker than (1). in a monopolistic bargaining position, extracts all the IP surplus by offering a contract with R = K, leaving the seller at the reservation payoff of θ (1 − α)K, as implied by the IPR.
14 Effectively, the buyer is paying the seller to avoid a lawsuit. Thus, B(θ, K) ≡ θ (1 − α)( − K) is the payoff for a P buyer and C(θ ) ≡ α(1 − θ ) is the payoff for the N buyer. In (N, N) , there is no participation and no channel for the seller to obtain IPR damages. Hence, the payoff to the seller is 0 and, with an innovation probability of α, each buyer has a payoff of D ≡ α(1 − α) .
Contracting under W (Protection Waived) by the Seller.
The remaining contracting nodes are those where the seller chose W. When the buyers are at (P, P), we simply apply the above argument with Lemma 1 and set K = 0 since waiving the IPR is formally equivalent to a damage payment of zero. Thus, from (2) and (3) these payoffs reduce to
for the seller and buyers, respectively. Similarly, payoffs under W across buyer choices of (P, N), (N, P), and (N, N) are obtained by setting K = 0 in the corresponding payoffs under M. As is intuitively obvious from the absence of a damage penalty for buyers under W, the choice of P is strictly dominant for each buyer and then the payoffs under W are given by (5) and (4) for the buyers and seller, respectively.
BUYER PARTICIPATION AND IPR VALUE UNDER COMPLETE INFORMATION
We now analyze participation of the buyers and the value of IPR to the seller in the benchmark setting of a complete information game where the seller's type is known ex ante to the buyers. Although the seller's type is known, the buyers do not initially possess the actual knowledge of the seller; a buyer's innovation knowledge remains at α unless the seller reveals the knowledge underlying θ to the buyer. The complete information analysis allows us to examine buyer participation incentives without the complication of a strategic incentive for disclosure by the seller. Thus, the game proceeds directly to contract offers from the participation decisions.
To maintain comparability with our more general incomplete information model, we maintain the same basic structure. The node payoffs under complete information are given by the analysis in the previous section. Formally, we set the buyer disclosure at r = α since there is no strategic disclosure in the complete information setting and the rent dissipation effect via β continues to apply to facilitate comparison with the incomplete information model. Thus, for example, we have, υ (θ, α, K) and A(θ , α, K) for the seller and buyers at the node payoffs where both buyers participate. The node payoffs at a given confidentiality protection decision then determine buyer participation.
One can interpret this complete information game as corresponding to an IP sale in which the seller can demonstrate the value of the IP with little likelihood of revealing the underlying knowledge. Our analysis begins with the buyer participation decision given the seller protection decision. We then examine the confidentiality protection decision.
Buyer Participation Decision Given M or W.
The dilemma for buyers is that participation under M exposes the buyer to the expected penalty of K for expropriation and, when both choose P, the contracting competition for the seller's IP limits the potential buyer surplus. These are two sources of buyer skepticism. Choosing N avoids the exposure entirely, but if both choose N there is the attractive option of switching to P to obtain the seller's IP without any competition. Thus, the buyer participation payoff structure has the properties of the classic "hawk/dove" strategic interaction.
First, recall that setting K equal to 0 yields the node payoffs under W by the seller. As we noted, P is strictly dominant for each buyer in this case. Thus, (P, P) is the unique participation outcome whenever the seller chooses W.
Next, given M by the seller, consider the buyer payoffs across participation choices. When the type θ is known to the buyers the familiar mixed-strategy equilibrium for this hawk/dove structure provides an intuitive vehicle for capturing the negative impact of the IPR on the willingness of buyers to participate. Formally, in this equilibrium, each buyer chooses P with probability 
Intuitively, for K below K 1 the IPR exposure is not a significant risk and we have a unique pure strategy equilibrium at (P, P) where q * = 1. This includes the important case of K = 0, as when the IPR is waived by the seller. At the other extreme, we must have (N, N) and q * = 0 when K is very large (above K 2 ). Between these extremes, q * depends negatively on the relative advantage of N as a best response to P, namely (C − A), compared with that of P as a best response to N, namely (B − D). In this structure a buyer prefers N to P when the opponent plays P: Both at P (hawk) leads to competition that dissipates the potential profit. However, P is preferred to N when the opponent plays N: Both at N (dove) leaves the seller's IP open to buyer acquisition without competition.
As the IPR K rises, both A and B decline, so the relative advantage of N to P rises. Consequently, higher K leads directly to a lower frequency of participation by the buyers. Larger IP for the seller, however, decreases the relative advantage of N to P and, for this reason, q * rises with θ . In our model a simple Bertrand structure cannot achieve full participation with complete information over some interval of K without some boost to the payoffs to participation. Relaxing our spartan structure to include more realistic features of the buyer environment can achieve full participation. For example, a more realistic structure that allows buyers to have private and possibly different valuations for the seller IP would increase buyer expected profits when both buyers participate. Although adding such a feature would achieve the desired curvature properties, it also introduces substantial complication to the model. 15 Instead, we chose to introduce a probability 1 − β that the dissipation from competition would be less than under the Bertrand assumption. Our actual implementation of "less rent dissipation" was to allow participating parties to learn the knowledge θ instead of only what knowledge was disclosed (r). This choice was made to avoid introducing new parameters while raising the relative profits to participation over nonparticipation and to achieve the desired payoff function curvature. 
The Value of IPR to the Seller under Complete Information.
What value does a seller attach to the IPR under complete information? The contracting and participation results suggest a clear trade-off. Given participation, higher K always leads to a higher seller payoff from contracting. However, a higher K always reduces buyer participation. The seller's payoff, inclusive of equilibrium contracting and participation effects, when type θ is known is calculated as follows. Both buyers participate with probability (q * ) 2 and the seller then expects υ(θ , α, K) from the contracting stage. With 2q * (1 − q * ) only one buyer participates and the seller receives θ(1 − α)K, the value of the IPR from contracting with one buyer. No participation implies zero for the seller. Thus, we have the complete 15 Another approach would be to relax the Bertrand market payoff assumption to allow four payoff outcomes, π M , π L , π D , and π 0 . For example, a status quo payoff of π 0 directly implies a value to buyers from nonparticipation since a buyer will continue to earn π 0 whenever innovation is not successful. With π 0 = 0, however, this component of buyer value to nonparticipation vanishes. The four payoff outcomes correspond to four innovation outcome states: two distinct states where innovation monopoly success occurs for buyer i (or j) and market payoffs of π M for i and π L for j, one duopoly state where both buyers succeed and each earns π D , and a no-innovation state where neither buyer succeeded (or perhaps tried) and each earns π 0 . Contracting then requires a contingent contract with four payoffs, one for each of these states. Although such a model can be analyzed (see, e.g., Anton and Yao, 1994 ) the basic contracting analysis is considerably more complex. For this reason, we adopt the Bertrand structure that keeps the focus on innovation success as a primary driver of value. 16 The α parameter can be interpreted as capturing the level of competition that exists for the IP being sold. As α increases relative to θ , the seller faces more effective competition and is less unique. When α = 0, the seller is in the strongest position and all buyers will choose to participate because their outside option payoff will be zero. One possible explanation for waivers that is not considered in this article is that waivers may result from buyer market power. Our model, while not allowing a direct exploration of buyer market power does, through α, allow the model to incorporate various levels of seller market power.
upon simplifying. As the parameter K varies, we initially have V increasing: for K < K 1 , the small IPR is accompanied by full buyer participation. Once K > K 1 , however, the participation rate starts to decline. The participation effect must eventually make the IPR worthless to a seller: As K increases toward K 2 , we know q * and, hence, V goes to zero. In contrast, when K = 0 we have participation by both buyers (q * = 1) and V(θ , α, 0) = β (θ − α) > 0. Intuitively, by waiving the IPR and effectively setting K to zero, the seller can guarantee buyer competition for IP. Formally, we have
* and, hence, the seller prefers to waive the IPR whenever K > K * .
Thus, a seller of (known) type θ will prefer W to M once the IPR value K is sufficiently large. This proposition highlights a limitation of the conventional wisdom that some firms are unwilling to talk to sellers under a protective contract because they are concerned that a seller may later leverage the contract to gain legal damages.
17 Participation clearly leaves a buyer exposed to a lawsuit and penalty K, even though the buyer sometimes innovates using only its own IP of α. In the absence of a competing buyer, however, this effect alone need not deter a buyer from participating, despite a penalty that may be a significant fraction of the market reward of . Rather, the equilibrium mechanism underlying Proposition 1 depends critically on the intensity of competition, as measured by the participation rate, since the potential gains from participating vary directly with the probability that the buyer will not face competition for the seller's IP.
DISCLOSURE, PARTICIPATION, AND PROTECTION WITH INCOMPLETE INFORMATION
We now analyze the incomplete information setting, working backwards from the disclosure stage to the participation decision and finally the protection choice.
5.1. Disclosure. In the disclosure stage the seller engages in substantive discussions with all participating buyers to persuade them of the value of their IP. In our model, persuasion consists of a disclosure r ∈ [α 0 , θ] where α 0 ≤ α is a minimum disclosure needed to confirm to the buyers that the seller is credible (i.e., has valuable IP).
18 This minimum disclosure raises the possibility, as noted above, that a seller might reveal an important element that provides the potential buyer with a significant advance in know-how as is modeled with the (1 − β) probability of limited rent dissipation.
When the protection choice separates seller types (e.g., M by θ L and W by θ H , henceforth {M, W}), there is no need to signal at the contracting stage and an r > α would only reduce the willingness to pay of the buyers. However, if both types make the same protection decision, then there is an incentive to make a separating disclosure.
Suppose both types maintain the IPR {M, M} and both buyers participate (P, P) in the bidding. How much disclosure will the high type need to separate from the low type? Under separation the low type will choose only the minimal disclosure α 0 that, because buyers already have α, will be analyzed as an α disclosure. The high type will make some higher disclosure r > α since the low type could otherwise mimic r ≤ α at no cost. Equilibrium payoffs are then (2). We focus on settings in which the high type chooses a disclosure r that is feasible for the low type; αθ H < θ 2 L is a necessary and sufficient condition for r < θ L .
19 As with the complete information analysis, setting K = 0 covers the {W, W} case.
The disclosures, α by θ L and r by θ H , must satisfy incentive compatibility conditions for equilibrium separation. Suppose θ L deviates to disclose r. Buyers then offer the contract designed for type θ H , which is
Thus, incentive compatibility requires a sufficiently large disclosure from the high type that the low type finds the resulting contractual IP leverage (to θ L from r) with the larger R H contract payment to be unattractive relative to that (to θ L from α) with R L at the minimal disclosure (which is equivalent to α).
Similarly, θ H can deviate to a minimal disclosure, receive the corresponding offer R L given by Lemma 1, and earnυ
Thus, incentive compatibility for the high type requires that disclosure not be too large. Combining, the unique disclosure level is
18 For example, consider a large set of seller types with θ = 0 from which both seller types would like to distinguish themselves. For simplicity we take α 0 < α so that minimum disclosure does not necessarily imply that buyers gain knowledge above their status quo capability α. 19 The alternative analysis, for cases where θ H separates by disclosing θ L in IP, is straightforward but the economic trade-off involved is less interesting and somewhat artificial given the presence of only two types. In our model, with two types and a continuous range of disclosure, the essential features are that the lowest possible type has no incentive to disclose above the minimal level and the high type chooses partial disclosure. These features carry over to disclosure models with a continuum of types when separation occurs. See, e.g., Bhattacharya and Ritter (1983) or Anton and Yao (2002) .
The unique disclosure level and resulting weak IC between high-and low-type deviations is a property of independent innovation probability draws across buyers. The single-crossing structure of the model is discussed in Section 5.2. Repeating the analysis with K = 0 and payoffs via υ(θ , r, 0) leads directly to
the analogous IC condition when both types waive.
As K rises, r M in (7) falls. To understand this effect, we compare r M to the disclosure incentives when both types choose to waive the IPR. We see that r W > r M reduces to θ H > θ L , so that less disclosure is required for separation when the IPR is maintained. 20 IPR is valued at the opportunity cost of the losing buyer. Interestingly, the IPR of K is more valuable for a low type. This is because the opportunity cost is higher when a seller has less IP (the losing buyer succeeds relatively more often). Then, a seller with lower IP is less willing to disclose and mimic the high type relative to when the IPR has been waived, so disclosure decreases with the IPR penalty when the low type places a greater value on the property right than the high type. In both cases, however, the disclosures at {M, M} and at {W, W} are a distortion for the high type relative to the complete information payoff.
When an enforcer is prone to false positives the low type places a greater value on the property right because the probability of exercising that right is relatively greater. Greater exposure of buyers to expropriation thus works to the relative benefit of a high type in the sale contracting stage since less disclosure is required for separation.
The extent of seller disclosure needed for separation clearly depends on the underlying buyer incentive for expropriation since this makes disclosure costly for a seller. In our formulation, buyers face the possibility of a false positive outcome since the courts cannot determine the source of the innovation. That is, a participating buyer who chooses not to expropriate disclosed knowledge does not reduce the expected liability from an expropriation suit.
To isolate the effect on disclosure of the false positive assumption, consider the polar case in which a buyer can safely use the prior IP embodied in α without facing the liability of K (even though the buyer has observed r). Given a disclosure of r by the seller, a losing buyer will expropriate r if and only if r > α / ( − K). When this fails, and expropriation is inferior to the safe option of innovating with α, the contracting outcome becomes
The analysis of separating disclosures then results in the low type disclosing α whereas the high type is forced to a higher disclosure of
Thus, when false positives in IPR enforcement are completely absent, expropriation is triggered only with the high type. Because the low type no longer benefits in equilibrium from K, more absolute disclosure is required from the high type in order to achieve separation. Also, as K increases, the deviation incentive for the low type rises and, in equilibrium, the high type is forced to dissipate more rents through a separating disclosure that increases with K.
The impact of third party enforcement errors also depends on the structure of expected damages and how the structure impacts the relative value a low type places on IPR relative to a high type. An extended structure in which damages vary depending on whether one or both buyers succeed also leads to the low type placing more value on the property right, as long as K when both firms are successful is less than K if only the unauthorized firm was successful. 21 5.2. Single-Crossing Structure. When probability draws are independent across buyers, we see that the disclosures of α and r M result in both the low and the high type being indifferent with respect to deviating. To explore this in relation to the familiar single-crossing property for signaling models, we briefly consider the extension when draws are not independent. Let p(θ, r ) be the probability that a buyer with IP of θ succeeds uniquely when the other buyer has IP of r; symmetrically, p(r, θ) is the probability for a buyer with r when the other has θ. The natural assumption that IP is valuable for innovation implies the partials satisfy p 1 > 0 > p 2 . Lemma 1 generalizes directly and now buyers will offer the contractR(θ, r ) = {[ p(θ, r ) − p(r, θ)] + p(r, θ)2K}/ p(θ, r ) when r is disclosed and a type θ is inferred. If a typeθ deviates to r and is inferred to be θ, buyers will offer the contract R(θ, r ). By accepting and then revealingθ fully and exclusively to the contracting buyer, a typeθ can obtain the deviation payoff of
Indifference curves in the disclosure-belief space, (r, θ), are upward sloping whenever p 1 > 0 > p 2 . The single-crossing property is that this slope, which is given by the ratio −U 3 /U 2 , is decreasing in the typeθ . In economic terms, a seller with more IP has a greater willingness to disclose IP in return for an improved belief on the part of buyers. See Figure 1 , where the high type has a flatter indifference curve than the low type. It is straightforward to derive conditions on p(θ, r ) such that single-crossing holds and separating disclosures exist. 22 In the limit, where probability draws are independent, single-crossing only holds weakly (as an equality) and, although the separating disclosure for the high type is uniquely determined, it is at the level where both types are indifferent. The major advantage of independence, of course, is that it keeps the analysis as simple as possible.
With these results for contracting and disclosure in place, we are ready to examine the incentives of buyers to participate in the IP market. 21 Let K D and K M represent the damages when both succeed and when only the unauthorized firm succeeds, respectively. Then the IC conditions lead to r = (αθ
Then there is a minimum disclosurer ∈ (α, θ L ) such that the types are separated when the low type discloses α and the high type discloses r ≥r . Incentive compatibility for the low type is the binding constraint: The high type strictly prefersr to α whereas the low type is indifferent. 
Participation under Incomplete Information.
With incomplete information the buyer participation decision is analogous to that in the complete information setting except that when both seller types choose to maintain confidentiality protection, the buyer must account for the distribution of low versus high types. Recall that ρ is the (common) buyer prior for the low type. The payoff of D at (N, N) is independent of the prior. For the payoffs at (N, P) and (P, N), we need only employ B(θ ρ , K) and C(θ ρ ) where θ ρ ≡ ρθ L + (1 − ρ)θ H is the prior mean type. At (P, P) we need to account for the contracting outcome and the seller's disclosure decisions. Thus, we have the buyer
M is the high type's separating disclosure under M. Disclosure by the hightype seller has a positive impact on the incentive to participate (given that the other buyer participates). This disclosure leaves a losing buyer in a better position and the bidding competition for the (smaller) remaining IP of the seller is less intense.
In a candidate {M, M} equilibrium both types choose to maintain their IPR, so for the buyer participation decision, both types are pooled at M. Since participation increases with θ, the presence of the low-type seller at M is pulling participation down for the high-type seller. By switching to W, however, type θ H guarantees full participation. But then with θ H at W, M exposes θ L to the complete information participation level and the low type may then also prefer W.
Waiver Equilibrium {W, W} under Incomplete Information.
A goal of this article is to identify the information and disclosure motivations for waiving a property right. One implication of the analysis is that a seller who finds the property right valuable under complete information will choose to waive under incomplete information. This means that V(θ H , α, K) > V (θ H , α, 0), i.e., IPR is valuable to the high type absent adverse selection. In this complete information situation participants are liable for downstream damages, but the known large IP of the high type keeps participation sufficiently high to make M preferred to W.
With adverse selection, if both types maintain their IPR, the high type cannot separate from the low type until after the buyers make their participation decision. That decision factors in both the probability weight of the high type versus the low type and an anticipation that a high type will make a valuable (separating) disclosure. 23 Expropriation of the disclosure is not completely bad from the viewpoint of the seller: It increases the ex ante attractiveness of participation by prospective buyers. The net impact of incomplete information, however, is to drive a high type to waive its property rights so as to induce full buyer participation.
We now explore the existence and uniqueness of a waiver equilibrium {W, W}. It is simple to support a {W, W} equilibrium when both types would prefer to waive under complete information. Here we examine the more interesting setting in which the high-type seller may also prefer not to waive under complete information. We also show that a necessary condition for a {W, W} equilibrium is that the low type prefer to waive under complete information. That is, buyers are skeptical about dealing with type θ L . Recall that under incomplete information, the low type may prefer M if it can increase buyer participation by pooling with the high type.
The candidate {W, W} equilibrium has full buyer participation as the right to sue for expropriation has been waived. Disclosure then becomes the basis for separation and θ L chooses the minimal disclosure whereas θ H chooses the higher disclosure of r W . Equilibrium payoffs are β(θ L − α) and β(θ H − r W ) and both disclosures are incentive compatible. For deviations to M, payoffs depend on off-equilibrium path beliefs and it is simple to construct reasonable beliefs that support the candidate {W, W} equilibrium (for example, a belief that a deviation to M implies θ L with sufficiently large probability). 23 The impact of K under {M, M} for buyer participation has an interaction effect involving disclosure. The buyer payoff at (P, P) with r M from the high type is r M (1 − θ H ) ( − K). As K rises, ( − K) falls and so does r M . These effects operate in the same direction (multiplicatively) to reduce participation incentives as K rises. Ruling out {M, M} equilibrium involves arguments closely related to those given above as intuition for why θ H has an incentive to waive its rights instead of be pooled with θ L . Hence, it relies on the concerns of the buyers regarding the extent of the adverse selection on IP of the seller. Whenever buyers are sufficiently skeptical about the seller's type (ρ aboveρ), sellers, anticipating low participation at {M, M}, will never seek to protect IP in equilibrium.
PROPOSITION 2. Consider incomplete information regarding the IP of the seller. Suppose that (1) and αθ
H < θ 2 L hold. If V(θ L , α, 0) > V(θ L , α, K),
then there is

an equilibrium in which both seller types waive their IPR
The proof of Proposition 3 also allows us to make some stronger statements about the existence of the separating protection equilibria. An equilibrium in which the low-type seller waives and the high-type seller maintains {W, M} never exists for any ρ and any θ L complete information preference. Such an equilibrium is fundamentally inconsistent with deviation incentives. Whenever θ H prefers M to W, the participation level at M makes it profitable for θ L to deviate and mimic θ H by choosing M. 24 Of course, {M, W} equilibrium never exists under the conditions of Proposition 2 because of the low-type's complete information preference to waive its IPR.
The complete information preference of type θ L for W is necessary for {W, W} equilibrium. The same, however, is not true for type θ H . It is straightforward to construct examples where type θ H has a complete information preference for M, 24 There is a technical complication with equilibrium beliefs if the seller types separate by making different protection decisions. Buyers must infer the low type upon observing that type's equilibrium choice and we cannot assign a belief if the high type deviates to this choice and then buyers observe r > θ L , an action that is not feasible for the low type. Note, however, that such a high disclosure is always strictly dominated for the high type at any given belief for the buyers, so this is primarily a technical issue. Several approaches that ensure consistent beliefs are possible. A simple alternative is to let the low type be a seller who has IP of θ L with 1 − and θ H with , where the low type learns which exact IP level it possesses only after making the protection decision. For small enough , such a type will have the same ex ante incentives as a pure θ L type. α, 0) . As implied by Propositions 2 and 3, θ H will always choose W in equilibrium.
NO-EXPROPRIATION REGIME (LARGE K)
Confidentiality protection can be divided into two regimes that are defined by the incentives of a buyer to expropriate. The main part of this article has dealt with the expropriation regime in which K < . In this section we examine K ≥ , a region in which participant buyers will not expropriate. Although arguably less frequently encountered in practice, this regime is closer to an "ideal" protection setting in which the penalty is sufficient to deter expropriation and the amount of disclosure is immaterial since full disclosure is safe.
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Suppose that the IPR for the seller is large, K > , and the seller has maintained the right to sue. As just discussed, an unauthorized buyer no longer has an ex post incentive to expropriate the seller's IP because doing so would only result in a loss proportional to K − . Interestingly, this result implies that the choice to participate is a commitment by the losing buyer not to expropriate and, moreover, is also a commitment not to innovate. Where the inability of a contract-enforcing third party to distinguish between expropriation and self-innovation benefited the buyer in the small K regime and encouraged expropriation, here that same inability discourages self-innovation. 26 In the no-expropriation (large damages) regime a maintained IPR deters the losing buyer from independent innovation (using "protected" ideas) much like a strong patent. However, in contrast to a patent, nonparticipants can still freely engage in independent innovation.
When both buyers choose P it is easy to establish that the unique contracting outcome is for both buyers to offer R * = . Thus, the seller earns θ whereas the buyers earn A = 0. When only one buyer participates and when neither buyer participates, the outcome is similar to that from before. 27 Calculating participation incentives, we see that the key difference is that K is no longer payoff relevant for buyers once K exceeds . Hence,
The seller payoff when IPR is maintained under complete and incomplete in-
when K > . The payoffs are the same because in 25 We treat K as exogenous. But even if K could be set endogenously, a choice in the expropriation range may be optimal because of participation concerns. In IP sale transactions we do not observe endogenous K in practice, in part because it is difficult for the parties to set an appropriate level since such a decision precedes substantive disclosure and the extent of common knowledge may be quite limited. Further, there may be an effective cap on K imposed by a court's unwillingness to enforce punitive damage awards. "Common law courts are reluctant to enforce terms in a contract calling for damages in excess of actual harms. . . . Instead of enforcing penalties, they lower damages to the level they consider to be compensatory" (Cooter and Ulen, 1988, pp. 241-2) . 26 Where the false positive problem is less extreme, some K * > will still divide the space into expropriation and no self-innovation regimes.
27 A sole P buyer can always make an contract offer. Because K > deters innovation without a contract, the buyer (in a monopolistic bargaining position) necessarily captures all surplus as the seller no longer has a credible threat to collect K. Thus, the buyer payoff rises to B (θ, K) = θ (1 − α) . the presence of incomplete information each type has a strict incentive to disclose fully at (P, P) since there is no fear of expropriation.
The payoff to waiving the right to sue under complete information (set β = 1 for convenience) is unchanged from the small K regime at V W (θ, α) = (θ − α) because buyers still have the option of innovating at α without penalty. A simple comparison then reveals that a strong property right is valuable for the seller (under complete information) whenever the seller has sufficient IP relative to the buyers (θ larger than α) and will not be waived. 28 In these cases, the value of the IPR is again positive after falling to zero at lower values for K (recall Proposition 1). At lower IP levels, however, waiving can be preferable under complete information. Under incomplete information the {W, W} equilibrium disclosure is the same as in the small K regime.
REPUTATION
Penalties to expropriation by a nonbuying party do not have to be legal in origin. Such damages might instead be reductions in a participant's reputation triggered by a seller's public post-sale complaints of "expropriation!" A reputation-based damage to expropriation is easily accommodated with a minor modification to the base model where K < .
The primary difference introduced by reputation-based damages is that protection contract damages are taken from the liable party and given to the violated party whereas reputation damages are not given to the violated party. Thus, the general damage parameter K is now interpreted as the damage to reputation and this K no longer flows from the losing buyer to the winning buyer (via rights transferred from the seller).
In the contracting stage, participating buyers will compete via offers to avoid the reputation damage associated with expropriation. The result is that the equilibrium contract offer becomes
Because a reputation damage of K involves no direct monetary transfer from an unauthorized buyer, acquiring the IPR is less valuable and the IPR component of the contract shifts from 2r (1 − θ )K to r (1 − θ )K. Given this change, the analysis of separating disclosure follows essentially as a comparative static (reducing the penalty by 50 percent) and we find
This disclosure always exceeds r M from (7) for a given K. The reason, of course, is that the low type always has a greater relative benefit from an IPR. Since the reputation damage of K is a "weaker" IPR for sale contract purposes, the low type has a greater incentive to mimic the high type and more disclosure is required for separation. Thus, reputation damages result in disclosure effects that are similar to those found for contract damages, but with a larger disclosure for any given damage level.
We also find that buyer participation incentives are stronger with a reputation damage. At the (P, P) node, buyer payoffs are unchanged due to the dissipation from competitive bidding to attract the seller (only the seller earns a lower payoff) and (N, N) is the same as in the earlier analysis. When only one buyer participates, however, the P buyers earns θ (1 − α) as the seller has no recourse to a direct payment under a reputation IPR (and will accept any positive offer). Thus, the participation payoff is strictly greater under a reputation damage and q * increases. What is the interpretation of a waiver in the reputation damages context? Although a seller may be unable to commit at present that no future claims of expropriation will be made, a contractual waiver that stipulates exchanged information will not be viewed as confidential will effectively mitigate the damage generated by expropriation claims (e.g., a buyer can always produce the waiver document). Thus, although a complete commitment not to claim expropriation will typically be infeasible, a commitment that reduces the effect of an expropriation claim is feasible-K can be viewed then as the relative difference in the reputation damage to a buyer with and without the waiver.
8. DISCUSSION We conclude with a discussion of the implications of our results for innovation incentives and brief comments on some differences among various sale equilibria that would emerge under different information assumptions and on the empirical implications of our results. We then consider how patent and copyright protections differ from privately contracted protection.
Seller Innovation Incentives and the Cost of Participation.
Some policy analysts argue that innovation can be increased by giving more legal protection to innovators. In our model increased protection would be implemented by increasing K, the expected damages paid given unauthorized use. Our analysis, however, implies that the relationship between innovation incentives and legal protection will not be monotonic: increasing K exposes potential buyers to larger losses from participation which, in turn, sometimes reduces participation, seller profits, and seller incentives to innovate.
When perfect knowledge isolation and perfect discrimination are possible, increasing K decreases unauthorized use without decreasing participation and thus increases the innovation incentive of sellers. In the less than perfect real world, these issues give rise to findings of unauthorized use, which dampen the buyers' incentives to participate. Our analysis, therefore, rejects the notion that an increase in K will always increase innovation incentives.
Participation costs arise because third parties have great difficulty distinguishing (legal) independent discovery from (illegal) use of protected knowledge. But this problem is not merely one of proof: Even well-intentioned firms are often hard pressed to keep valuable unauthorized knowledge from polluting their independent discovery process. For example, it would be difficult for venture capitalists to forget good ideas learned from (unfunded) presentation pitches when they advise the companies that they are funding. 29 To avoid damages entirely, some participant firms might effectively have to "unlearn" some knowledge that was truly discovered independently! Consider how K affects participation in our model. In the complete information setting with "small" K analyzed in Proposition 1 we found that as K increases the seller eventually prefers to waive instead of maintaining its IPR protection. That is, with lower maintained K the seller earns greater profit than with a higher (waived) K since the waived IPR profit is always available to the seller. Nonmonotonicity also results under incomplete information with the added complication that some high-type sellers that prefer property rights under complete information will nonetheless waive these rights to avoid being pooled with low-type sellers. However, with K > we find that the secrecy property right becomes valuable, highlighting again the nonmonotonicity of seller payoffs and, hence, the nonmonotonicity of seller innovation incentives.
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Given the range of circumstances under which IPR protection is applied, nonmonotonicity of K suggests that IPR protection overly restricts participation. Thus, the voluntary nature of secrecy protection has a salutary effect by capping the negative effect on seller payoffs induced by K since the seller always has the option to waive secrecy protection. Furthermore, when K is waived, diffusion of the innovation is increased. This is an example of how a market choice with respect to the use of available legal contracting options can improve transactional rents. 31 8.2. Robustness of the Waiver Equilibrium. Our analysis has shown that a waiver equilibrium exists and is driven by a combination of a buyer's fear of post-participation damages and the imperatives of incomplete information. One feature of the waiver equilibrium not captured in the model is that it is more robust to weakened common knowledge assumptions than are equilibria that maintain property rights. This feature may also contribute to its common occurrence in practice.
Unlike the equilibria in which the seller maintains property rights and thereby potentially reduces participation, the waiver equilibrium relies much less heavily on common knowledge about the distribution of types and common assessments about the payoff distributions when legal institutions are invoked. In equilibria that maintain some or all property rights, participation is calculated using this knowledge. A primary virtue of the waiver equilibrium is that participation is a 29 There is an analogue to this problem in the labor mobility area where some recent courts have found that some employees would "inevitably" misappropriate trade secrets if they moved from an employer to a close competitor (PepsiCo, Inc. v. Redmond 54 F.3d 1262 , 7th Circuit 1995 . See also Gans et al. (2002) , who examine expropriation and IP rights in the context of start-up firms.
30 A pure market-based protection via reputation provides less incentive for a (potential) seller to innovate. As discussed in Section 7, for the setting with small K and incomplete information, seller payoffs under each of the various participation and nonparticipation combinations are strictly less under reputation damages than under IPR damages.
31 See Boldrin and Levine (2004) for a discussion of the incentives provided by public and private institutions for appropriating IP rents. dominant strategy regardless of a buyer's priors about the distribution of types or the legal system. Where some knowledge exists about priors-say in settings where the seller has some previous history or is known to the buyers-there is probably enough information for firms to make reasonably informed participation decisions. As this information becomes less certain, we would expect the waiver equilibrium to become relatively more attractive. 32 8.3. Empirical Implications. We now consider some of the empirical implications of our results. Our results make predictions about the use of waivers and about the extent of disclosure. With respect to waivers, our incomplete information explanation predicts that we should observe waivers even among sellers with unique (and valuable) IP. A weaker prediction-which accounts for the (intuitive) possibility that waivers may also emerge when sellers are in a weak position visa-vis buyers-is that a correlation between the seller's market power and waivers will be weak or absent. Proposition 3 also predicts that a prior with substantial weight on weaker sellers (lower θ ) will result in waivers. If various observable characteristics of the seller provide a reasonable proxy for the adverse selection prior ρ, then it might be possible to use such seller characteristics to predict waivers as well. For example, a previously successful author may be able to rely on a low ρ assessment by publishers to maintain protection for the book idea synopsis, whereas first-time authors would have to waive protection.
The second set of implications concerns the link between measures of K, the IPR expected damages, and disclosure. For example, in the expropriation regime (small K range in our model), disclosure falls as K rises. This is somewhat counterintuitive as one would expect (perhaps based on large K thinking) that confidentiality would be associated with more disclosure since disclosure is "better protected." Disclosure, of course, will be difficult to measure directly, but our model implies several relationships between disclosure and subsequent observable events such as market outcomes and lawsuits that provide proxy measures. Less disclosure implies less market success by unsuccessful buyers because of less-effective expropriation with the smaller disclosure. Hence, the contracting buyer should achieve market success more often and lawsuits should be less frequent since they arise in our model when the losing buyer succeeds. In addition to the contracted protection discussed in this article, sellers are sometimes protected by IP rights granted through patents (or copyrights). When a patent is expected to be strong, there is little risk to full disclosure. But when a patent is expected to 32 These common knowledge concerns go a long way toward explaining why signaling of invention capability through say a cap on legal liability is not observed in practice. Such an indirect approach to signaling has other defects as well. 33 There may be natural experiments regarding measures of K, perhaps due to variations across states in contract and trade secrecy law or across countries, that would allow one to test for these effects. Such an approach might also allow for an assessment of our equilibrium prediction that waiving is nonmonotonic with respect to K: maintaining protection at very low K in the expropriation regime and at very large K in the no-expropriation regime and waiving otherwise. be weak, sellers are likely to hide some of the knowledge by keeping it out of the patent.
In the weak patent case, expropriation (via, say, a minimal circumvention) is likely and the situation has much in common with the expropriation regime situation: The published patent is the disclosure (e.g. r) that is protected by a right to sue with an expected award of K. A fundamental difference, however, between patents and contracted rights is that patent protection cannot be avoided by prospective buyers. If liability cannot be avoided, then buyers are effectively forced to participate. From the perspective of the sale of IP, a patent can be seen, therefore, to serve two functions: It provides payoff leverage via the expected damages from unauthorized use and it encourages buyer participation because it reduces or eliminates the value to trying to avoid liability through nonparticipation.
In the context of a sale transaction, patents and copyrights benefit sellers because they operate like "universal contracts" that force buyer participation. Thus, even when a patent is quite weak (i.e., low expected damages), obtaining a patent may still have a salutary effect on the ability of the seller to increase payoffs because the patent makes the property right damage unavoidable and thereby leads to increased participation by the buyers. APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 1. First, we verify the equilibrium. If S accepts R * , the selected buyer, say i, obtains all rights to K. Thus, the only payment for S is R * when the monopoly outcome obtains for i. Therefore, revealing θ fully and exclusively to i is strictly optimal. Thus, accepting R * yields θ (1 − r)R * , as in (iii) of Lemma 1. If both offers are rejected, S can reveal to one, to both, or to neither of the buyers. Absent a contract, the payoff to S is [x(1 − y) + y(1 − x)]K, where x, y ∈ [r, θ]. This is linear in the revelation choices and an optimum is always at one of the "corners," namely, (r, r), (r, θ ), or (θ , θ ). Straightforward calculations show that (θ, θ) is optimal, yielding 2θ (1 − θ )K, when θ < 1/2; (r, θ) and, equivalently, (θ, r), is optimal, yielding [r (1 − θ ) + θ(1 − r )]K, when r < 1/2 < θ; and (r, r) is optimal, yielding 2r(1 − r)K, when r > 1/2. Comparing to θ (1 − r)R * , (1) implies accepting R * is optimal for S.
, and the winning and losing buyer have an equal payoff. Standard bidding logic implies R * is an optimal offer for each buyer: R > R * attracts S but earns a lower payoff, whereas R < R * is equivalent to losing. Consider uniqueness. Because full and exclusive revelation to the offering buyer is strictly optimal for S whenever R > 0, the above bidding logic implies that both buyers offering R * is the only possible equilibrium outcome in which the seller receives a positive contract payment. This leaves, however, the possibility that no contract payments occur in equilibrium, such as when the buyers bid R i = R j = 0.
When K is sufficiently large, the contracting equilibrium of Lemma 1 ceases to exist. Instead, we find an "autarky" equilibrium in which no contract payments occur and the seller simply reveals optimally to leverage the IPR of K. When K is small, however, a buyer can always break this candidate equilibrium by making a positive contract offer. Finding an appropriate R is case dependent. Suppose θ < 1/2, so that S reveals (θ , θ ) absent a contract. Then S will accept R if θ (1 − r)R > 2θ(1 − θ )K. Offering R will be strictly profitable for a buyer if
. This reduces to θ > (1 − θ)K, which is implied by (1). The other two cases follow a similar logic. This establishes uniqueness.
Thus, P is strictly dominant and (P, P) is the unique equilibrium when K < K 1 , and similarly for N and (N, N) when K > K 2 . The mixed strategy equilibrium at q * ∈ (0, 1) also follows directly when K ∈ (K 1 , K 2 ). Comparative statics are straightforward. We must also specify beliefs for buyers if M is observed and show that seller deviations to M are not profitable. Let μ ∈ (0, 1). If buyers observe M, we specify the belief that the type is θ L with μ (and θ H with 1 − μ). Further, given M, if a participating buyer observes a disclosure of r, then the belief is updated as follows: For r < r M the seller is type θ L with probability 1, and for r ≥ r M the seller is type θ H with probability 1. Buyer participation choices at M are based on expected payoffs under this belief structure.
Across the participation nodes following M, payoffs are as follows. At (N, N) each buyer earns D whereas each seller type earns 0. At (N, P) or (P, N), the P buyer earns B μ ≡ μB L + (1 − μ)B H , and the N buyer earns C μ ≡ μC L + (1 − μ)C H , where C i = C(θ i ) and B i = (θ i , K) for i = L, H are the complete information payoffs at these nodes. The seller earns θ i (1 − α)K for i = L, H. At these nodes, the P buyer is initially uncertain about the seller's type. The unique continuation outcome, however, follows the complete information path. This is because the buyer always has the option of offering a contract with an arbitrarily small payment of > 0, following any disclosure, and either seller will accept and reveal fully.
Payoffs at (P, P) are more complicated. For the beliefs specified above, the unique outcome of continuation play at (P, P) involves types θ L and θ H separating via disclosures of r L = α and r H = r M . Employing the contract offers implied by Lemma 1 at these disclosures, the buyer payoff at (P, (θ i , r i , K) . An added twist involved in the verification of continuation play at (P, P) is the possibility that type θ i might deviate to disclose r j and then refuse the ensuing contract offer in order to leverage K by revealing optimally across buyers. One can show this is not a profitable deviation.
Equilibrium buyer participation at M, denoted by q(μ), then follows by applying the analysis in the text to the payoffs A μ , B μ , C μ , and D. Although A H is distorted from the complete information value by r M , we still have lim μ→1 q(μ) = q L , where q L is the complete information participation level for θ L under M. Further, we know from Lemma 2 that V(θ L , α, 0) > V(θ L , α, K) implies q L < 1 and the same must then hold for q(μ) when μ is sufficiently large.
We can now examine seller deviations to M. Suppose θ L chooses M. From above, the resulting payoff will bê 
Then, comparing terms we have
Since the last term on the right is strictly negative, we know this last expression is valid as μ approaches 1 from our above analysis ofV L . Hence, the deviation is strictly dominated for large μ. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. We know the waiver equilibrium exists by Proposition 2. The other three possible equilibrium configurations for the protection decision of the seller are ruled out as follows. 
Type θ L can mimic θ H by deviating to M. Buyers will participate at the level of q * H . Across the participation nodes, continuation play results in a payoff for θ L of zero at (N, N) , and θ L (1 − α)K at (P, N) and (N, P). At (P, P), the minimal disclosure of α is optimal for θ L and this results, with chance β, in the offer R *
Calculating the resulting expected payoff, recalling the expression for V(θ H , α, K), and then simplifying yieldsV
It is necessary that V L ≥V L hold in equilibrium. Combining the two deviation conditions, we have that
This implies q * H = 0 and, hence, V H = 0. But this contradicts V H ≥ (θ H /θ L )V L since V L > 0. Hence, one of the deviations is always profitable. Thus, there is no equilibrium with θ L at W and θ H at M. CASE 3. Both types choose M. Buyer participation, seller disclosure, and continuation play then follow the path described in our proof of Proposition 2. The only difference is that the prior ρ ∈ (0, 1) replaces the belief μ. To support this candidate equilibrium, sellers must not find it profitable to deviate to W. Instead of eliminating all possible supporting belief structures at W, we develop a lower bound on the payoff from deviating to W and show that this is sufficient to make the deviation profitable.
Suppose θ i deviates to W and discloses minimally. We claim the worst possible belief for the seller is that buyers infer the seller is θ L with probability 1. This follows from a generalization of Lemma 1 to account for situations in which buyers make contract offers, given initial IP of r ≥ α, while holding an arbitrary belief μ ∈ [0, 1] that the type is θ L . Let θ μ ≡ μθ L + (1 − μ)θ H be the mean type. Following the logic of that proof, we can show (i) the same contract R μ = (θ μ − r ) /[θ μ (1 − r )] is offered by both buyers, (ii) each seller type accepts the offer and subsequently reveals fully and exclusively to the contracting buyer, and (iii) the seller payoff is Thus, Proposition 3 describes the unique equilibrium with separation.
